
No.

Type・Door

Interior

Score

Engine Model： Model No.： Classification

No. :

Inspection Valid (Shaken) :  　　　　　　　　　 OEM S　R OEM AW P　 S P　W

Parts Leather Seat T　V Navi Airbag

Body Base Color　　　　　Color Change

Color WHITE Recycling

Deposit :

12,560

Passenger

5
Mileage 208,599

Specification
Score

First Registration Displacement

Make

NISSAN 

Vehicle

SKYLINE

Model

GF-ER34

Grade
3

2WD

・

4WD

AC

Type
AAC

Maintenance

BookFuel
Gasoline

Diesel Fuel・（　　　　）

Interior Color :

G

Color Code : 

QM1

・Aftermarket ALTIA-like Side Step

・OEM Optional ALTIA Rear Bumper

◎ Specification

・C-WEST Front Bumper

・BLITZ Air Cleaner,Tachometer,Turbo Timer,

   Auto Gauge, Boost・Oil Temp・Voltmeter

・Aftermarket Angle Eye Headlight

・Aftermarket FRP Hood

・RAZO Aluminum Pedal Cover

・HKS Valve Controller

   gauges.

・Aftermarket Muffler

   reclining covers are missing.

・WORK Meister S2R 18 inch.

・TOYOTA OEM ETC

・CST Coilovers

・Meter check lamp is lit on. ・Underneath is rusty.

・BLITZ Tachometer is not working fine.

   are not working fine. ・Hood pin doesn't work fine.

・Side indicators aren't lit on. ・Has exhaust gas leak around catalyzer.

・Power steering has abnormal sound.

・Muffler is hung, and has rust.

・AUTO GAUGE voltmeter and Oil Temp 

   meters aren't working fine.

5004
2000/3M 2500cc

RB25DET 09057 0161

5F
Shift Type×

Engine：　NA　/　TURBO

2D 25 GT TURBO C

◎Trust Kikaku Inspection Report ・Has stains and worn on seats and their

・Door mirror power folding and adjustment

Km
Mile

JPY
Y・N

Seater

Vehicle Report



5004

Has scuffs, stains and tear on seat. ・Has lots of additional meters and custom parts like

・Muffler is hung and rusty.   coilovers on this car!

・Right rear fender has scratches. ・Meter check lamp is lit on.

・BRITZ tachometer is not working.

・AUTOGAUGE Voltmeter and Oil Temp meter gauge

  are not working.

DEFECT REPORT

◎ Scar・Dent・Repir Part ◎ Electronic

・Front bumper has crack and scratches. ・Door mirror power folding and adjustment are not

・Has scratches and cracks on side step.   working fine.

・Has paint peeling on roof. ・Side indicators are not lit on.

・Has scratches on rear bumper. ・Some headlight bulbs are not lit on.

OTHER RECOMMEND POINT

・Has crack on front windshield. ・Rare 2 door coupe!

・Power steering has abnormal sound. ・OEM 5 speed transmission!

・Hood pin doesn't work well. ・Popular WORK Meister Wheels!

・Has dent on front member.

・Has cut marks on front right instrument panel.

・Has exhaust gas leak around catalyzer. ・How about having this car as base car?

・Has rust underneath.

・Has cut and stains in interior.




